Call for Paper: GAMES 2024
The 7th World Congress of the Game Theory Society

Paper submission deadline (extended): February 20, 2024

August 19-23, 2024
Peking University, Beijing, China

Language: English

Host: the Game Theory Society

Local Organizer: China Center for Economic Research (CCER), NSD Peking University

About the Conference

The Seventh World Congress of the Game Theory Society will be held in Beijing, China on August 19–23, 2024, hosted by China Center for Economic Research (CCER) of Peking University. The congress is held every four years, and this is the first time that it is ever held in Asia.

The Game Theory Society is the world’s leading organization that promotes the investigation, teaching, and application of Game Theory, which studies strategic interaction in competitive and cooperative environments.

The Game Theory Society welcomes the submissions of both individual papers and organized sessions for the 2024 World Congress. Please register and submit the full papers or extended abstracts (1-2 pages) on all topics related to Game Theory by visiting the paper submission page (via Oxford Abstracts): https://app.oxfordabstracts.com/stages/13716/submitter, or scanning this QR code, before the submission deadline February 20, 2024. Accepted papers will be announced before March 15, 2024.

Each individual can only submit one paper (as a presenter) but can be a coauthor in multiple submissions. Memberships of the Game Theory Society are not needed for paper submissions but will be required for all presenters upon conference registration.

Conference website: https://indico.pku.edu.cn/event/21/

For inquiries, please email to games2024@nsd.pku.edu.cn
Organized Sessions

We welcome session proposals, if you are interested in organizing one or more sessions focused on a specific topic and have already identified papers/presenters. Each proposed session should include four individual papers.

1. All papers included in an organized session must still undergo the regular paper submission process (through Oxford Abstracts)

   https://app.oxfordabstracts.com/stages/13716/submitter

   Please ask the submitters to choose the same scientific committee member when submitting individual papers in a proposed session.

2. Email your session proposal to the scientific committee member, Prof. Satoru Takahashi (satorut@g.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp), including the following information:
   - Title: Organized session [session title];
   - A tentative name for the session;
   - Information of all the papers (submission IDs, submitters, titles, and abstracts).

Please kindly be noted that proposal a session does not guarantee the acceptance of its papers. In case some but not all papers in a proposed session are accepted, those papers will be treated as regular submissions when planning the program.

Travel and Visa Information

Travel to/from China has resumed to normal time and all covid-related travel bans have been completely lifted. The number of international flights, for instance, keeps raising and expects to reach at least 80% of pre-pandemic levels this summer.

Visa services have also resumed, and requirements have been recently relaxed for some countries. For example:

- Passport holders of France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, and Malaysia (an expanding list) can benefit from a **15-day visa-free entry** to China Mainland.

- Visa-free transit: Travelers from 53 countries\(^1\) can stay in certain regions (including Beijing) of China for up to **144 hours (6 days) without a visa**.

- When a Visa is needed, passport holders of some countries (such as US, Canada, UK, etc.) are eligible for long-term (10-year) multiple-entry Visa.

\(^1\) A list of eligible countries: [https://english.beijing.gov.cn/travellinginbeijing/144hourvisafreetransit/index.html](https://english.beijing.gov.cn/travellinginbeijing/144hourvisafreetransit/index.html)
Invited Speakers  \textit{(in Alphabetical Order)}

The confirmed guest speakers include:

\textbf{Keynote speakers:}

Gabrielle Demange, Paris School of Economics (President-elect's talk)
Françoise Forges, Paris Dauphine-PSL University (von Neumann Lecture)
Ben Golub, Northwestern University (Shapley Lecture)
Michihiro Kandori, University of Tokyo (President's talk)
Ariel Rubinstein, Tel Aviv University and NYU (Morgenstern Lecture)
Nisarg Shah, University of Toronto (Kalai Prize Lecture)

\textbf{Semi-plenaries:}

Ingela Alger, Toulouse School of Economics
Itai Arieli, Technion–Israël Institute of Technology
Itai Ashlagi, Stanford University
Andreas Blume, University of Arizona
Yan Chen, University of Michigan
Ulf Dieckmann, Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology
Edith Elkind, University of Oxford
Mira Frick, Yale University
Anton Kolotilin, University of New South Wales
Annie Liang, Northwestern University
Yeneng Sun, National University of Singapore
Takuo Sugaya, Stanford University
Ning Yu, Nanjing Audit University